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COMPLEX HYPERSURFACES OF THE PRODUCT OF
TWO COMPLEX SPACE FORMS

BY YOSHIO MATSUYAMA

§ 0. Introduction

Recently, Ludden and Okumura [2] have showed that a complete hyper-
surface M of the product SnxSn of two n-spheres whose tangent space is
invariant under the almost product structure on SnxSn (for simplicity, we say
that M is invariant) is the product of Sn and a hypersurface of Sn. Using the
fact, they showed that Sn"l(l)xSn(ΐ) and

are the only compact orientable invariant minimal hypersurfaces of SnxSn

satisfying trace Hz^n—l. On the other hand, the present author [3] obtained
some results of the same type in the case where the ambient space is the
product Pn(C)xPn(C} of two complex projective n-spaces, i. e., a complete
invariant Kaehler hypersurface of Pn(C)xPn(C) is the product of Pn(C} and a
Kaehler hypersurface of Pn(C\ and Pn_1(C)xP7l(C) and (?n_1(C)xP7l(C) are the
only compact invariant Kaehler hypersurfaces of Pn(C)χPn(C) with constant
scalar curvature, where Qn-ι(C) is the complex quadric.

In the present paper, we consider the following problems:
(1) Is an invariant hypersurface M of the product MjXM2 of two Rieman-

nian manifolds the product of M1 (resp. M2) and a hypersurface of M2 (resp.

(2) Are the conditions that M is invariant and that the restriction of an
almost product structure to (the tangent space of) the hypersurface and the
second fundamental form of the hypersurface are commutative equivalent?

In § 1, we review some fundamental formulas for a complex hypersurface
of the product of two complex manifolds and obtain a result : a complex hy-
persurface M of the product of two complex space forms is invariant under
the curvature transformation ([!]) if and only if M is invariant under the
almost product structure (Proposition 1). In § 2, we show that (1) is true in
the case of a complex hypersurface of the product of two complex manifolds
(Theorem 2). In § 3, we show that (2) is true in the case of a complex hy-
persurface of the product Mn(c1)xMm(c2)(c1, c2^Q, c^ + c2

2^0) of two complex
space forms (Theorem 3).
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We add that Proposition 1 (resp. Theorem 2) can be proven for real hy-
persurfaces of the product of two real space forms (resp. Riemannian manifolds).

Finally, the author is grateful to Professors M. Obata and K. Ogiue for
their useful criticism.

§ 1. Preliminaries

Let Mn be a complex Kaehler n-manifold, and consider MnxMm. We

denote by g, J and F the product Riemannian metric, the product complex
structure and the almost product structure on MnxMm. Then they satisfy the
following ([3]) :

F2=I, trace F=2n-2m ,

FJ=JF,

where V denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to g.
Now, let M be a complex hypersurface of MnxMm, and B the differential

of the immersion i of M into MnxMm. Let g and /be the induced Riemannian
metric and the induced complex structure on M, respectively, and let V denote
the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to (the Riemannian con-
nection of) g. Let X, Y and Z be tangent to M and N a unit normal vector.
Then we have the following relations ([3]) :

(1.1) FBX=BfX+u(X)N+u(X)fN

(1.2) FN=BU+λN,

g(U,X)=u(X),

(1.3) rBfBY=BrzY+h(X, Y}N+k(X, Y}JN,

(1.4) ΓBZN=-BHX+s(X)JN ,

h(X, Y}=g(HX, Y} , k(X, Y}=g(JHX, Y) ,

HJ=-JH, trace //-trace HJ=0 ,

(1.5) f2X=X-u(X}U+u(JX)JU ,

(1.6) fU=-λU ,

(1.7) u(U)=g(U,U)=l-λ*,

(1.8) (Pγf)X=h(Y, X)U+k(Y, X)JU+u(X}HY-u(JX)JHY
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(1.9) Fx £7= -fHX+λHX+s(X) JU,

(1.10) X λ=-2h(X, U)=-2u(HX),

(1.11) trace f=2n-2m-2λ,

(1.12) trace ///-trace /(Fz#)=0,

where f',u,u;U;λ;h,k and s define a symmetric linear transformation of the
tangent bundle of M, two 1-forms, a vector field, a function on M, the second
fundamental tensors of the hypersurface and a normal connection form, res-
pectively.

If u is identically zero, then M is said to be an invariant hypersurface,
that is, the tangent space TX(M) is invariant under F. We can easily see by
(1.7) that this is equivalent to λ2=1.

We denote by Mn(c) an n-dimensional complex space form with constant
holomorphic curvature c. In this section, we assume from now on that the
ambient manifold is Mn(cύxMm(c^(c*+c*Φΰ). Then the curvature tensor R
of Mn(c^xMm(c^ and the Codazzi equation for a complex hypersurface are
given by ([3], [4])

R(X, Y)Z=-^-(Cl+c2){g(Ϋ, Z)X-g(X,

-g(JX, Z)JΫ+2g(X, ~JΫ)JZ+g(FΫ, Z)FX

-g(FX, Z)FΫ+g(FJΫ, Z)FJX

-g(FJX, Z)FJΫ+2g(FX, ~JΫ)F~JZ}
(1.13)

+^rp-(c1-c2){g(Ϋ, Z)FX-g(X, Z)FΫ+g(JΫ, Z)FJX
ID

-g(JX, Z)FJΫ+2g(X, JΫ)FJZ+g(FΫ, Z)X-g(FX, Z)Ϋ

+g(FJΫ, Z}JX-g(FJX, Z)JΫ+2g(FX, /F)/Z} ,

(rxH)Y-(PYH}X-s(X)JHY+s(Y)JHX

(1.14) -u(JY)fJX-2g(JX,JY)JU}

-u(JY)JX-2g(X, JY)JU},

respectively. We have

RROPOSITION 1. A complex hypersurface M of JΛ^c^xM™*^, c*+c2

zφQ,
is invariant under the curvature transformation: R(BX, BY}Tx(M}aTX(M) if
and only if M is invariant: FTx(M)dTx(M).
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Proof. Noting that g(R(BX, BY)BZ, N)=g((ΓίH)Y-(ΓfH)Xt Z) and using
(1.14), we see that the necessity is trivial, where Ϋ*H=P xH—s(X)JH([3]\
Suppose that g(R(BX, BY}BZ, N}=0. If \\U\\X*Q at x<ΞM, then we can choose

an orthonormal frame lEi9 JEt, "irrnp* ~ι/ rT]p}l^^n+m-- 2 in a neighborhood

of x such that, at x, fEi—Ei for l^z^n— 1 and fEi= — Et for n^i^n+m—2.
Replacing X and F in (1.14) with vanishing left hand side by U and Et respec-
tively, we have

Applying / to the both sides, we get

Hence 2c1(fEi+Ei)=Q. Since we may choose i such that n^i^n+m— 2, ^=0.
Similarly c2— 0. This is a contradiction.

COROLLARY 1. Λ complex hypersurface of Mn(c^)xMm(c2\ c1

z+c2

2Φθt with
parallel second fundamental form is invariant.

COROLLARY 2. A totally geodesic hypersurface of Mn(c^κMm(c2\ c*+cfφ$,
is invariant.

§2. Invariant complex hypersurfaces of MnxMm

In this section we assume that the complex hypersurface M is invariant.
Then (1.1), (1.5), (1.7) and (1.8) can be written as

(2.1) FBX=BfX,

(2.2) f2X=X,

(2.3) 1-Λ2=0,

(2.4) Γτ/=0.

From (2.2) and (2.4) M is product manifold, say, M=M^xM2, where FBX1=BX1

for Xι*ΞTx(Mύ and FBX2=-BX2 for X2^TX(M2). Noting that trace /=
2n—2m—2λ=2n—2m—2 (resp. 2n—2m+2), we see that dim Tx(Mί)=n—1 (resp.
n) and dim Tx(M2}—m (resp. m—1). Thus we have

THEOREM 2. ^4τz invariant complex hypersurface of MnχMm is a product
manifold M x xM m (resp. MnxM'), where M' is a complex hypersurface of Mn

(resp. Mm\

§3. Complex hypersurfaces of Mn(c^xMm(c^ satisfying Hf=fH

Now we assume that a complex hypersurface M satisfies the condition Hf
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—fH. Then differentiating HfX=fHX covariantly and making use of (1.8),
we get

(PYH)fX+g(HY, X}HU+g(JHY, X}HJU+u(X}H*Y-u(JX}HJHY

=g(HY, HX)U+g(JHY, HX)JU+u(HX)HY-u(JHX)JHY

and hence

g((PYH)fX, Z)+g(HY, X}g(HU, Z)+g(JHY, X)g(HJU, Z)

+u(X)g(H*Y, Z)-u(JX)g(HJHY, Z)

=g(HY, HX}g(U, Z)+g(JHY, HX)g(JU, Z)+u(HX)g(HY, Z)

-u(JHX)g(JHY, Z)+g(f(PYH)X, Z).

Replacing Y and Z by Et belonging to an orthonormal frame and making use
of symmetric property of Vγΐί, we find

Σ {g(fX, (fXtH)Et)+g(HX, Et}g(HU, Ej

+g(JHX, Eί)g(HJU, EJ

-u(JX)g(JHEt, HEt)}

= Σ {g(H*X, Et)g(U, Et)+g(JH*X, Et)g(JU, Et)
I

+u(HX-)g(HEt, Ei)-u(JHX)g(JHEi, Ej

+g(f(PEίH)X, Et)} ,

from which

Σ s(Et)g(fX, jHE()+c^(n-X)g(U, X)

, X)

(3.1) =2g(H*X, U}+ Σ s(Et)g(fJHX, Et)

+λ+λϊ)}g(U, X) ,

because of (1.12), (1.14) and

0=F trace #= trace (FrH)= Σ g((VYH)Et, Et)

=g(Έ(PEiH)Eί-Σs(Ei}JHEί+±c1(n-λ)U-^c2(m+λ}U, Y),

i.e.,
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Hence we get from (3.1)

(3.2) 2H*U={^Cl(n-l}(l+X}+-^c2(m-Y)(l-X)+ trace H2}u .

TREOREM 3. A complex hypersurface M of Mn(cλ)x Mm(c2) (c^O, c2^0,
is invariant if and only if Hf=fH.

Proof. If Ef—fH and ||ί/|U=^0 for some *eM, then we can choose an or-

thonormal basis ^EitJEif n^.. , -τj4j|p}l^^n+m— 2 in a neighborhood of x

such that H - = μ - . Then from (3.2)

Hence d=c2=0. This is a contradiction. The converse is trivial because of
(1.9).
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